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Abstract. In this paper, we are proposing an Inter-domain traffic engineering architecture over Differentiated Services (Diffserv) networks. Our 
architecture uses an inter-domain Quality of Service (QoS) routing architecture, an inter-domain QoS signaling protocol, and an inter-domain path 
establishment method. We briefly present the inter-domain QoS routing protocol that is used to find an inter-domain path, which satisfies the 
requested QoS parameters for a certain connection. As an inter-domain QoS signaling protocol we present the SIBBS-TE protocol, which is used to 
communicate the explicit path information and the QoS information between Bandwidth Brokers that are responsible for the domains on the QoS 
path found by the QoS routing protocol. SIBBS-TE is extended from the SIBBS protocol by adding explicit path setup capability, and inter-domain 
label exchange capability. Inter-domain path setup is achieved by using inter-domain label switched paths (LSP). Path setup is also used to verify 
that the path found by the inter-domain QoS routing protocol indeed satisfies the requested QoS parameters. We restricted our investigation to inter-
domain traffic engineering; we do not explore intra-domain issues. Simulation of our inter-domain traffic engineering architecture shows that our 
approach improves throughput by shifting QoS traffic away from congested links. 
 
Streszczenie. W artykule zaproponowano architekturę komunikacji międzydomenowej w sieciach o zróżnicowanych serwisach (Diffserv). W 
prezentowanej architekturze wykorzystywane jest miedzydomenowe trasowanie wspierające QoS (quality of service), miedzydomenowy protokół 
sygnalizacji QoS, i miedzydomenowe ustalanie tras. Krótko zaprezentowano protokół wykorzystywany do ustalania tras między domenami, 
gwarantujący pożądane parametry QoS dla określonego połączenia. Jako protokół sygnalizacyjny wykorzystano SIBBS-TE, pozwalający na 
przekazywanie szczegółowej informacji o trasie Zarządcom Pasma,  odpowiedzialnym za poszczególne domeny na ścieżce ustalonej przez protokół 
wybierania trasy. SIBBS-TE jest rozwinięciem protokołu SIBB przez dodanie możliwości bezpośredniego ustanowienia trasy i międzydomenowej 
wymiany etykiet. Badania ograniczono do zarządania ruchem międzydomenowym. Symulacja wykazała, że proponowana metoda poprawia 
przepustowość przez omijanie zatłoczonych połaczeń. (Kształtownie ruchu międzydomenowego w sieciach typu Diffserv: Podejście bazujące 
na strefach).  
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Introduction 
 Internet traffic engineering is defined as that aspect of 
Internet network engineering dealing with the issue of 
performance evaluation and performance optimization of 
operational IP networks in RFC3272 [1]. Performance 
optimization is achieved by traffic optimization and resource 
utilization. Traffic optimization measures are usually delay, 
delay variation, packet loss, and throughput [1]. The goal of 
traffic engineering in the context of a Quality of Service 
(QoS) Internet is the efficient use of network resources 
while providing sufficient services to different (QoS) classes 
of traffic. 
 Emerging QoS technologies enhances the importance 
of traffic engineering in the Internet at both the intra-domain 
and the inter-domain levels. Using new QoS technologies, 
service providers will be able to offer variety of services for 
different prices which will increase the revenues of service 
providers. Traffic Engineering provides tools for service 
providers to efficiently use valuable resources while 
maintaining a promised QoS level for their customers. Most 
of the researchers focus on intra-domain level QoS. A QoS 
based internet must address end-to-end QoS connectivity in 
order for QoS architectures to work. As the name implies, 
the end-to-end QoS connectivity covers both the intra-
domain and the inter-domain connectivity. In order to 
provide QoS in the Internet we need to have the ability to 
engineer a network so that we can find and efficiently 
allocate appropriate resources for a specific QoS 
demanding service. This means we need to have a traffic 
engineering capability for both inter-domain and intra-
domain levels. 
 Most of the work done in the traffic engineering area 
focuses on intra-domain traffic engineering issues. A survey 
of these works can be found in P. Siripongwutikorn et al. [2]. 
The intra-domain traffic engineering is relatively simple. The 
reason for this relative simplicity is that intra-domain 
resources are managed by a single administration, and this 
makes it easier to plan and apply any traffic engineering 
decisions on a network; however inter-domain traffic 

engineering deals with multiple administrative domains 
(autonomous systems). For an inter-domain traffic 
engineering to be effective, other domains need to agree on 
a decision given by a domain to some extend. One of the 
reasons for this is the current routing structure of the 
Internet. With current routing structure, routing decisions 
are made at every single hop. This means every domain 
makes a routing decision and applies it according to its own 
measures and the source of the traffic does not have any 
control over the path the traffic follows. Moreover, inter-
domain paths are advertised by other domains, and the 
path selection reflects the choice of other domains rather 
than the choice of the source domain. Although the source 
domain can select among multiple paths advertised by 
different domains, the source domain is still choosing 
among the best of other domains' choice of paths. 
 In order to implement traffic engineering we need to 
have four basic components (A. Ghanwani et al. [3]): 
• Distribution of topology information – Advertising up-to 

date information about the links in the network.  
• Path selection - Finding a route that satisfies the 

required constraints.  
• Directing traffic along the computed paths 
• Traffic management - This includes mechanisms to 

enable a network to deliver certain QoS to user traffic. 
 On a QoS supported Internet, distribution of topology 
information and path selection are responsibility of a QoS 
routing protocol. Directing traffic along the computed paths 
requires a QoS signaling protocol that can allocate QoS 
resources on a given path. Traffic management is handled 
by the QoS architectures such as Diffserv that are utilized 
by domains. 
 In this paper we introduce an Inter-domain Traffic 
Engineering Architecture on a Bandwidth Broker supported 
Diffserv Internet that satisfies the requirements to 
implement traffic engineering. Our architecture consists of 
three components: An inter-domain QoS routing protocol, 
an inter-domain signaling protocol, and a path setup 
mechanism. Inter-domain QoS routing protocol corresponds 
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to the distribution of topology information, and path 
selection components of traffic engineering. Explicit path 
setup capability added Simple Inter-domain Bandwidth 
Broker Signaling (SIBBS) protocol [4],[5] and inter-domain 
Label-switched Path (LSP) setup mechanism to manage 
inter-domain resources are introduced to cover the directing 
traffic along the computed paths component of traffic 
engineering. 
 Rest of the paper is structured as follows. First the work 
related to inter-domain traffic engineeringvis summarised. 
Next, individual components of the architecture and their 
interaction are explained. Performance evaluation of our 
architecture is given next and last section concludes the 
paper. Our architecture is designed to give as much 
freedom to domains as possible and to support intra-
domain traffic engineering practices of individual domains. 
Throughout this paper, terms domain and autonomous 
system is used interchangeably. 
 
Related Work 
 In this section we review previous efforts on inter-
domain trafficengineering research and practices. 
 Mortier et al. [6] takes a traditional reactive approach to 
the Internet Traffic Engineering problem. This work offers to 
implement an admission control for the Transport Control 
Protocol (TCP) and implement Explicit Congestion 
Notification (ECN), and introduces price path attribute to the 
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) to manage traffic between 
Autonomous System (AS) better. Part of the Inter-Domain 
Traffic Engineering approach proposed by this work is to 
enforce the BGP to act as a Traffic Engineering tool by 
introducing new parameters to the protocol. 
 TEQUILA (Traffic Engineering for Quality of Service in 
the Internet, at Large Scale) [7] project directly works on 
traffic engineering area. Inter-domain traffic engineering is 
part of the problem as well as intra-domain traffic 
engineering. This Project assumes a bandwidth broker 
supported Diffserv network as the underlying QoS 
infrastructure. The inter-domain traffic engineering problem 
is addressed by introducing new QoS parameters into the 
BGP. There are two different cases. One of them is letting 
the BGP calculate end-to-end QoS paths based on some 
constraints. In the second case the BGP transports the QoS 
capabilities, and a BB is the responsible entity to decide if 
the QoS requirements may be satisfied. In the first case 
there is no distinct separation between the BB functionality 
and the BGP functionality. Some of the BB operations are 
handled by the BGP such as deciding whether the domain 
can handle the request based on resources in the domain. 
This project also considers modifying the BGP, so that the 
BGP can advertise multiple paths. But it is noted that there 
is no feasible loop detection algorithm for this approach yet 
[8]. It is also noted that introducing traffic engineering (TE) 
extensions to the BGP is very complex. M. Boucadair 
proposes some extensions to BGP protocol to support QoS 
[9]. Yanuzzi et. al. [10] and Beben  [11] also proposes inter-
domain QoS routing based on BGP protocol. Mescal project 
[12] and EUQoS project [13] adapts these approaches for 
end-to-end QoS solution. Some other work on introducing 
QoS parameters into the BGP are by J. Hwang et al. [14], 
B. Abarbanel et al. [15], and G. Cristallo et al. [16]. 
 Introduction of the TE parameters into the BGP is a 
substantial job and it is also not known in advance how 
these modifications affect the BGP behavior. On RFC3221 
[17] author states that BGP tables are the only tools used 
for inter-domain traffic engineering and this use increases 
the growth and the stability pressure being placed on a 
BGP routing domain. Tracie Monk et al. [18],[19] investigate 
and summarize the current inter-domain traffic engineering 

principles that are in use. These work give perfect examples 
on how the BGP is used for inter-domain traffic engineering. 
 Inter-domain path setup problem is an underworked 
area. This problem is difficult by its nature since it involves 
different autonomous systems to work together to setup an 
end-to-end path that traverses multiple autonomous 
system. In [20], we proposed a Bandwidth Broker assisted 
method to setup an inter-domain label switched path (LSP) 
setup using an inter-BB signaling protocol. Saad et al. [21] 
described architecture for inter-domain MPLS-based traffic 
engineering. This paper provides results on LSP use but 
does not give any detail about how to setup inter-domain 
LSPs. Pelsser and Bonaventure [22] proposed use of 
RSVP-TE for inter-domain LSP signaling. RFC4726 
describes different inter-domain LSP signaling methods and 
the basic framework for inter-domain MPLS Traffic 
Engineering. RFC5151 [23] describes the RSVP-TE 
extensions for Inter-Domain MPLS and GMPLS Traffic 
engineering. RSVP protocol is one of the most favorite 
signaling protocols and researchers take it as the first 
option when a new situation occurs. From the original 
RSVP protocol a lot of extensions for different purposes has 
been proposed for RSVP. We are not in favor of this 
overuse of a single protocol. Instead of modifying a single 
protocol to serve in different conditions, it is better to work 
on a new protocol. Overuse of a single protocol also carries 
the risk of incompatibility of different versions on different 
network devices. 
 In Hema T. Kaur et al. [24], authors propose a hashing 
method to identify an explicit AS path to a destination. Hash 
value of the path is represented by a Path-ID. For inter-
domain traffic engineering purposes, explicit AS-path, which 
consist of sequence of AS numbers, is hashed and inserted 
into packet headers as a path identifier. Every AS on the 
path updates this value according to its own view of the rest 
of the path. This approach also uses the BGP for traffic 
engineering and requires some changes in the BGP. 
 Quiotin et al [25] summarize the use of the BGP for 
traffic engineering and explains the shortcomings of the 
interdomain traffic engineering practices using the BGP. 
Authors analyze the real traffic traces to determine the 
interdomain traffic characteristics and its effects on 
interdomain traffic engineering. Finally authors propose a 
new extension to the BGP for interdomain traffic 
engineering based on interdomain traffic characteristics. In 
another work, author analyzes the performance of BGP-ba-
sed inter-domain traffic engineering (Quiotin et al. [26]). In 
this work, authors show the difficulty of incoming traffic con-
trol using BGP-based inter-domain traffic engineering tech-
niques. Some recent work that analyzes the BGP-based 
inter-domain traffic engineering are [27],[28],[29],[30], [31]. 
 BGP is the only tool that is available today for traffic 
engineering. There are several studies about the problems 
BGP is facing in today's Internet [17],[32],[33], [34]. Major 
concerns with BGP are the convergence time and the size 
of the BGP routing table. Implicit inter-domain traffic 
engineering using BGP also adds stress to these concerns. 
Attempts to add QoS capability to BGP [15],[35], [14] make 
BGP even more complex. Another disadvantage of using 
BGP as a traffic engineering tool is that you can only control 
traffic implicitly.Nature of BGP does not allow explicitly 
engineering the traffic. In our work, we introduce a traffic 
engineering architecture that does not depend on BGP and 
also gives us explicit traffic control capability. 
 There are several RFCs and drafts that describe how 
the MPLS and the Diffserv networks work together [36],[37] 
and what are the requirements for the MPLS and the 
MPLS/Diffserv Traffic Engineering, which we assume as the 
underlying QoS architecture throughout our paper [38],[39]. 
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Inter-Domain Traffic Engineering Architecture 
 Current Inter-domain traffic engineering studies depend 
naturally on BGP protocol, since it is THE inter-domain 
protocol that is in use today and also is the only available 
tool for inter-domain traffic engineering. Using BGP as a 
traffic engineering tool brings limitations in terms of the 
traffic engineering capabilities. Intra-domain traffic 
engineering is relatively easy because the routing protocols 
used for intra-domain routing are link-state protocol (OSPF, 
IS-IS) that gives the whole topological view to the entity that 
wants to efficiently use the capacity of the network. Inter-
domain traffic engineering will be easier to implement if we 
can utilize a link-state-based inter-domain routing protocol 
on the Internet. In this work we present an inter-domain 
traffic engineering architecture that uses a link-state-based 
inter-domain routing architecture [5],[40]. Using this routing 
architecture increases the inter-domain traffic engineering 
capabilities.  
 Our inter-domain traffic engineering architecture has 3 
major components: Inter-domain QoS routing protocol, 
bandwidth brokers (BB) and traffic engineering extended 
inter-domain bandwidth broker signaling (SIBBS-TE) 
protocol, and inter-domain path setup.  
 In our architecture we divide the Internet and group the 
autonomous systems (AS) into regions (Figure 1). The 
reason for using regions is the scalability of the new link-
state routing protocol [40]. We model the Internet as a 
network I(N,L) consisting of a finite set of nodes N and a 
finite set of links L. Every node n∈N in this network is an 
AS. A region Ri = (V,E) is a connected graph that is a 
subset of network I (Ri ⊂ I), and the union of the regions is 
the Internet (I = R1 ∪ R2 ∪ .....∪  Rn). 
 

 
 

Fig. 1: The Internet divided into regions 
 
 In the region-based architecture regions do not 
constitute a hierarchy. Inside a region, AS do not constitute 
a hierarchy either. All ASs reside at the same level inside a 
region. Figure 2 gives a small representative internetwork.  
In this figure every node represents an AS. Figure 3 shows 
a region configuration in that network. When composing 
groups we consider the types of AS. In a regular region 
there can only be transit and/or transit-only AS. Stub-AS are 
collected in a special region called stub-region.  

 
Fig. 2: A sample Network 

Every AS inside a region has a routing agent that is 
responsible for inter-domain routing and dissemination of 
inter-domain routing information to intra-domain routers. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Regions of the sample network in Figure 2. 
 
 We assume that every domain in the Internet is a 
MPLS/Diffserv domain and every Diffserv domain has a 
Bandwidth Broker. Bandwidth Brokers communicate with 
each other using the SIBBS-TE protocol. Every domain also 
has a region-based routing agent for inter-domain QoS 
routing, which we will refer to as Inter-Domain Routing 
Agent (IDRA) hereafter. An IDRA communicates with other 
IDRAs of other domains and also communicates with the 
BB of its own domain. Figure 4 shows the inner structure of 
a domain in our architecture. As it can be seen from the 
figure, we achieve inter-domain traffic engineering through 
interactions of BB, IDRA inside a domain, and interactions 
of IDRA with each other and interactions of BB with each 
other via SIBBS-TE. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: Details of a Domain 
 
 Inter-Domain QoS Routing: The inter-domain QoS 
routing protocol is one of the essential parts of our 
architecture. The inter-domain QoS routing protocol enables 
any domain in the Internet to calculate a source-specified 
AS-level QoS path to any destination. This calculated path 
is from the edge of a source domain to the edge of a 
destination domain. A path calculated by the inter-domain 
QoS routing protocol consists of a series of AS. The inter-
domain QoS path does not give any details on the intra-
domain paths or the border routers on any of the AS on the 
path. 
 Our inter-domain QoS routing protocol enables the use 
of underutilized resources when it is necessary, which 
improves the overall throughput on the outgoing links of a 
domain. This satisfies an important goal of traffic 
engineering, which is to efficiently utilize the resources of a 
network. Our QoS routing protocol also provides sufficient 
tools to balance the loads on the outgoing and incoming 

BB 
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links of a domain. Since we designed the QoS routing 
protocol on a link-state paradigm, the load status of every 
inter-domain links of a domain is advertised through QoS 
parameters of the links. A domain can make the forwarding 
decision based on the load status of the outgoing links, 
which is the basic idea behind load balancing. Our protocol 
is based on link-state, and unlike other link-state-based 
routing architectures [41], [42], [43], our architecture is non-
hierarchical. We will briefly describe the mechanics of the 
routing architecture and more detailed information can be 
found in [40].  
 An AS inside a region exchanges link states with other 
AS inside the same region. If we keep the size of the region 
small, we can achieve scalability. At this level, every AS on 
the Internet has enough routing information to route packets 
to every other AS that belongs to the same region and for 
the routing purposes regions are disconnected. An AS does 
not know how to route a packet to another AS that resides 
in another region. 
 

 
Fig. 5: Link state area of regions of network in Figure 2. 
 
 Next step is to provide a mechanism for inter-region 
interconnection. In order to achieve this, we expand the 
boundaries of link-state exchange to include the ASs that 
are neighbor of an AS that reside on another region. Figure 
5 shows the link state exchange boundaries of the regions 
in our sample network. Since these edge ASs have routing 
information of its own region, if an AS inside R1 reaches one 
of these ASs, packets can be routed through R2. R2 link 
state boundaries include neighbor ASs in neighbor regions. 
Since regions constitute a connected graph, there is always 
a path from any AS to another AS in the Internet. 
 After collecting link states, every AS inside a region 
computes a path to every other AS that is in the link state 
distribution boundary. This means every AS will have a path 
to every other AS inside the region and also will have a path 
to every neighboring region. When a region wants to reach 
another AS in another region, that AS first computes a 
regional path, which shows which regions to pass to reach 
the destination. After computing the regional path, AS 
computes a path to the next region that is on the regional 
path. Origin AS sends a Path Request Message (PReqM) 
to the AS that resides on the border of neighbor region. 
That AS gets the PReqM, extracts the regional path and 
calculates a path to the next region in the regional path. 
This process is repeated until request arrives to the 
destination AS. Destination AS responds with a Path 
Response Message (PRespM) which includes the whole 
path from source to the destination. Source AS receives the 
PRespM, and routes the flows on this path. 
 In our architecture, a tunnel needs to be established 
before traffic starts flowing. This requires an admission 
control mechanism, an inter-domain signaling protocol, and 
an inter-domain tunnel establishment mechanism. 
Bandwidth Brokers, SIBBS-TE, and inter-domain LSP setup 
mechanism satisfies these requirements, respectively. 
Figure 6 shows the functionalities of each component in our 
architecture in a sequential manner. 
 When a source wants to send QoS traffic to a 
destination, the source sends a Resource Allocation 

Request (RAR) to the Bandwidth Broker of its own domain. 
Any Bandwidth Broker on the Internet has to determine the 
next Bandwidth.  
 

 
 

Fig. 6: Traffic Engineering in terms of functionalities of building 
blocks 
 

Broker to forward the request to reach a destination. 
Without an inter-domain QoS routing protocol, Bandwidth 
Brokers rely on the BGP routes, determine the next 
Bandwidth Broker based on this information, and RAR is 
forwarded hop-by-hop until it reaches to the destination 
domains' Bandwidth Broker. In our architecture, upon 
receiving a request, the source Bandwidth Broker 
communicates with the IDRA of its domain and requests an 
explicit QoS path to the destination. The IDRA calculates an 
explicit QoS path, and feeds that information to the 
Bandwidth Broker. The Bandwidth Broker embeds this 
explicit QoS path into a SIBBS RAR message and forwards 
the RAR message to the next Bandwidth Broker on the QoS 
path. This process is repeated until the RAR message 
reaches to the destination domains' BB. The destination 
domains' BB prepares an RAA message and sends that 
message back on the reverse explicit QoS path. Bandwidth 
Brokers establish inter-domain and intra-domain tunnels 
when they receive the RAA message. 
 As it can be seen from the process, this architecture has 
two mechanisms to ensure that the QoS parameters can be 
satisfied. At first inter-domain QoS routing protocol 
calculates a QoS path to the destination. Since our inter-
domain QoS routing protocol depends on the link-state 
approach, link-state information at the source has a chance 
to be outdated. During the path setup phase with the 
Bandwidth Brokers, we verify that the path chosen by the 
inter-domain QoS routing protocol indeed satisfies the QoS 
parameters and if the link-states changed dramatically, 
which invalidates the path after the path was calculated, 
Bandwidth Brokers on the calculated path recognize these 
changes and path setup will not be completed. 
 Having an inter-domain QoS routing protocol and 
Bandwidth Brokers in the architecture gives us the ability to 
calculate an explicit QoS path from the source and establish 
the inter-domain tunnels as well as intra-domain tunnels to 
the destination. 
 In our traffic engineering architecture, established inter-
domain tunnels are long-lived. A tunnel to a destination can 
accommodate hundreds of flows that are destined to the 
same destination, and have the same QoS characteristics. 
This property of our architecture increases the scalability of 
the routing architecture. Once a path is established to a 
destination, that path will be used as long as the capacity is 
available, and that source does not need to calculate 
another path to the same destination again because of the 
changing link states. Establishing long-lived inter-domain 
tunnels eliminates the need for highly dynamic traffic 
control. A domain can establish multiple tunnels to a 
destination on different paths and balance the load on these 
tunnels by multiplexing flows in one of these tunnels. 
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 Bandwidth Brokers and Traffic Engineering 
Extended SIBBS Protocol- (SIBBS-TE): Bandwidth 
Brokers are proposed in the IETF Diffserv framework [44]. 
Bandwidth Brokers are centralized agents that are 
responsible for control and management of a domain's 
resources. Bandwidth Brokers perform admission control, 
intra-domain and inter-domain resource provisioning, QoS 
state maintenance etc. Bandwidth Brokers also 
communicate with neighboring Bandwidth Brokers for inter-
domain resource provisioning [45]. 
 Bandwidth Brokers use Simple Inter-domain Bandwidth 
Broker Signaling (SIBBS) Protocol [46], which is developed 
by Internet2 QBone Signaling Design Team, for inter-BB 
communication [47]. SIBBS protocol uses two basic 
message types: Resource Allocation Request (RAR) and 
Resource Allocation Answer (RAA). RAR messages carry 
traffic specific information. The Bandwidth Broker in a 
domain can receive RAR from three different sources. One 
is the host in the domain that BB controls, and the other is 
the peer BB, and the last is a third-party agent acting on 
behalf of a host or application. The BB responds with an 
RAA to the request. For security reasons every BB 
authenticates the messages it receives from other BB and 
signs the messages it sends to other BB. 
 SIBBS protocol is designed to work in a sequential 
manner. A reservation request starts from the source 
domains' BB and traverses all the BB that control other 
domains on the path until the request reaches to the 
destination. Upon receiving an RAR message, a BB 
analyzes the message to extract QoS characteristics of the 
request. After extracting the QoS characteristics, the BB 
checks intra-domain resources of its domain to see whether 
there are enough resources to support the requested QoS. 
If there are enough resources, the BB forwards the request 
to the next BB. Next BB broker is determined by the BGP. 
 Although SIBBS is the only protocol that is close to 
being a standard communication protocol between BB, 
there are several issues that need to be resolved with the 
SIBBS specification. 
 As can be seen from the reservation process, SIBBS 
messages are propagated to other BB using an inter-
domain routing table. Selection of the next hop BB solely 
depends on the BGP protocol, which does not have any 
information regarding the quality of the inter-domain links. 
Even if there is an inter-domain QoS routing protocol in 
place, it is not possible for SIBBS to use the path specified 
by the QoS routing protocol because of the lack of an 
explicit path setup capability, which is also important for 
inter-domain traffic engineering applications. 
 Another problem with the SIBBS protocol and the 
processing of RAR messages lies in the distribution of the 
QoS parameters using RAR messages. SIBBS works 
perfectly for EF services, because the EF service is defined 
to be a practically zero loss, zero delay service. When a BB 
receives an RAR message requesting an EF service, it 
needs to verify that it can support that service for the 
request. If the request traverses N domains, and each 
individual domain satisfies the requirements, then the end-
to-end QoS would also be satisfied for the EF service. 
 If the request is for a service that requires certain end-
to-end delay bound, then SIBBS cannot provide reliable 
reservations for this kind of service. Let us assume from 
source domain to destination domain, a flow has to traverse 
m domains including the source and the destination. Let us 
say that flow's delay requirement is: 

(1)                                           ,  

and let us assume that each domain has different delay 
characteristics and satisfies the following: 

(2)                              ,   , 0,1, … ,     

 This condition suggests that when one of these domains 
receives the RAR, the delay condition specified in the RAR 
will be satisfied by that individual domain and the RAR will 
be forwarded to the next domain without a problem. One 
point the protocol does not take into account is that the QoS 
parameters specified in the RAR message is an end-to-end 
requirement, rather than a domain-level requirement. If we 
go back to the examples, when the RAR reaches the 
destination domain, the total delay that flow will actually see 
will be: 

(3)                                          ∑  

where  can be greater than D. This causes the BB to 
accept the flow without regard to the end-to-end treatment 
flow will receive. In order to prevent this, there needs to be 
modification in the processing of RAR messages by BB. 
 In the following part, we will provide solutions to the 
problems we mentioned in this section. 
 Explicit Path Setup: Explicit path setup capability is 
one of the most important features of a QoS signaling 
protocol for end-to-end QoS support as well as inter-domain 
traffic engineering purposes. We are proposing the 
inclusion Explicit_Path object to the RAR message of the 
SIBBS protocol. This object is used in a sequential manner 
to indicate the explicit route the RAR message needs to 
take. 
 When a BB receives an RAR message, one of the first 
things that BB checks is the first Explicit_Path object in the 
RAR message. The first Explicit_Path should include the IP 
address of the BB receiving the RAR message. If the first 
Explicit_Path does not include the IP address of that BB, 
the BB sends back to the sending BB an RAA message 
with an error code indicating that receiving BB is not the 
intended recipient of the RAR message. If the first 
Explicit_Path includes the IP address of the receiving BB, 
the BB continues with the regular RAR processing 
procedures. If all the steps have a positive outcome, the BB 
modifies the RAR. This modification should include deleting 
the first Explicit_Path object from the RAR message. This 
results in the second Explicit_Path object in the RAR 
message becoming the first in RAR and it also points to the 
next hop BB to which the RAR should be sent. If there is no 
other Explicit_Path object left in the RAR message after 
removing the first one, and the destination of the RAR 
message is a directly connected end system, BB simply 
removes the first Explicit_Path and forwards the RAR 
without an Explicit_Path object to the end system. If the 
destination is another domain, BB also removes the 
Explicit_Path object from the RAR message and forwards 
the RAR message to the next domain that is determined by 
the inter-domain routing table. 
 
 Inter-Domain Label Exchange: Another extension we 
are adding to SIBBS is the inter-domain label exchange for 
inter-domain label switched path (LSP) setup. Addition of 
inter-domain label exchange mechanism is twofold. One is 
extending RAR message with label_request object, and the 
second one is extending RAA message with label object. 
 A label request object is used with RAR message. A BB 
sends an RAR message with a label request object to 
another BB to establish an inter-domain LSP. A label 
request object includes the type of the transport protocol to 
be used because some labels are assigned to specific 
protocol types [48]. Upon the receipt of an RAR, if the label 
request object exists in the RAR message, a BB determines 
the ingress router to be used for the LSP and requests a 
label from the ingress router. This label is stored in the BB 
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to be later used in RAA messages. If a resource allocation 
procedure results in a positive outcome and a BB receives 
a positive RAA, the BB allocates the intra-domain 
resources, modifies the RAA, which includes embedding a 
label object into the RAA message, and sends back the 
RAA message to the previous BB. When a BB receives an 
RAA with a label object, the BB first checks whether a label 
was requested for this reservation. If the label was not 
requested, the BB discards the label object and continues 
with the standard RAA processing procedures. If a label 
was requested, BB extracts the label from the RAA 
message, pushes that label to the associated egress router, 
and allocates intra-domain resources before modifying and 
sending RAA to the downstream BB. When all BB on the 
path from source to destination completes this signaling 
procedure and inter-domain LSP will be established. 
 
 End-to-end Generic QoS Support: As we mentioned 
earlier, SIBBS can not be used to guarantee services other 
than EF. In order to support other QoS services we are 
modifying the processing of SIBBS messages.  
 SIBBS uses globally well-known services (GWKS) to 
communicate with other BB for the QoS constraints of a 
flow. This information is transmitted using a service 
parameterization object (SPO). When a BB receives an 
RAR message, the BB should update the SPO object of the 
RAR message. The nature of the update is determined by 
the type of the QoS metric embedded into the SPO. Our 
basic assumption is that every BB has knowledge of its own 
Per Domain Behavior (PDB), and the behavior that 
requesting flow will receive from its own domain. With this 
assumption in place, every BB can update the SPO to 
ensure that the flow will receive the requested end-to-end 
QoS. Let us assume the metric included in the RAR is . 
This is the end-to-end upper imit for the metric. Let us also 
assume that the flow will see  from that domain. Let us 
define the residual metric  to be 

(4)                                     

 If  0, and that BB is not the last BB on the path to 
the destination, the BB replaces  with  when sending 
the RAR to the next domain. If 0, and that BB is not 
the last BB on the path to the destination, end-to-end QoS 
support cannot be guaranteed for the flow with the 
requested metrics and the BB sends back an RAA with an 
error code. If the metric is multiplicative, the BB repeats the 
same process. The only difference in this case is the 
calculation of . Let us assume that the multiplicative 
metric is the probability of a packet not being lost. In this 
case, If , the BB replaces   with  where  

(5) ⁄  

and sends the RAR with an updated SPO to the next 
domain. If , the end-to-end loss condition cannot be 
satisfied and the BB returns an RAA with an error code. 
 
Evaluation Results 
 We simulated our architecture using ns2 [49] simulator. 
We implemented the inter-domain QoS routing on ns2. For 
the resource management and the path establishment 
simulations, we did not include SIBBS-TE or the inter-
domain LSP setup mechanism in this simulation. Instead 
we used native ns2 functionalities to achieve the path setup 
and the resource management. 
 We ran our simulations on a simple topology shown in 
Figure 7. In this topology there are 9 Autonomous systems, 
1 destination, and a source. The topology is divided into 3 
core regions as shown in the Figure 7. All the links in the 
topology modelled to have 10Mb of available bandwidth 

except for the links connecting the destination domain, and 
the source domain. These links have 20Mb of available 
bandwidth. We assume that the intra-domain capacity is 
always greater than the inter-domain capacity and if the 
inter-domain capacity is available, the intra-domain capacity 
is also available. Also the intra-domain resource allocation 
is assumed to be handled by Bandwidth Brokers. Intra-
domain mechanisms are not simulated and not analyzed in 
this study. 
 

 
Fig. 7: Network topology used for the simulation 
 
 For any flow from a source to a destination, all the 10Mb 
links are bottleneck links. We chose this topology to see 
how our architecture performs if all the links are bottleneck 
except for the source and the destination links. Reservation 
requests are sent from source to AS0. Reservation request 
arrivals are modelled as a Poisson Process with 0.1 
seconds of interarrival time. Reservation requests are 
generated for 10 seconds. When a request is accepted, 
resources are allocated, and after 2 seconds resources are 
released, and bandwidth is registered as an available 
bandwidth again. On these simulations, only the available 
bandwidth is considered as a QoS parameter. 
 We ran two sets of tests on two different models. The 
first model involves hop-by-hop routing without any QoS 
information. Reservation requests are handled by 
Bandwidth Brokers and a Bandwidth Broker forwards the 
request to the next Bandwidth Broker on the shortest path 
according to the hop-by-hop routing protocol. This path is 
shown with the heavy lines in Figure 7. Since QoS 
information is not considered during the path selection 
process, inter-domain paths are static on a short timescale 
and if the resources are not available requests are rejected 
without looking for an alternate path. The second model 
employs a region-based inter-domain QoS routing protocol 
with Bandwidth Brokers. In this model reservation requests 
are also handled by Bandwidth Brokers. The difference 
between this model and the first model is that, in this case 
the source BB gets the explicit path that satisfies the 
requested QoS to the destination from the IDRA. After an 
explicit path is received, BB forwards the reservation 
request to the next BB on the explicit path. This model first 
uses the shortest available path to the destination, which is 
represented by the heavy lines in Figure 7; when the first 
path is exhausted an alternate available path is used, which 
is represented by dashed lines in Figure 7. 
 In our first set, the source requests 1Mb reservations to 
the destination. We tested this configuration on each of the 
models we explained above. We compared the utilization of 
the destination link with the rejected reservation rate. 
Figure 8 shows the results for the model without traffic 
engineering and Figure 9 shows the results for the model 
with traffic engineering. When the traffic engineering is used 
the destination link is utilized 86,5% on average, and 14,7% 
of the reservation requests are rejected. With traffic 
engineering, the destination link capacity is the upper limit 
for the maximum number of requests that can be 
accommodated. Reservation requests are rejected when 
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there is less than 1Mb available bandwidth at the 
destination. When the traffic engineering is not employed, 
destination link is utilized 46% on average, and 53% of the 
reservation requests are rejected. In this case, minimum 
capacity link on the shortest path is the bottleneck. Although 
there is available bandwidth at the destination, reservation 
requests are rejected when the available capacity on the 
shortest path is less than the requested bandwidth. These 
results show our architectures' ability to divert the traffic 
from the congested links. When traffic engineering is 
employed, there is a favorite path to the destination; in this 
case it is also the shortest path. Reservation requests are 
forwarded on this favorite path as much as possible, which 
means when there is available bandwidth that can 
accommodate the requested reservation, favorite path is 
used. When the favorite path is exhausted, an alternate 
path to the destination is used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Utilization and rejected requests for 1Mb reservation with 
no TE process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 9: Utilization and rejected requests for 1Mb reservation with 
TE in process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Utilization and rejected requests for 1.5Mb reservation 
with no TE process. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11: Utilization and rejected requests for 1Mb reservation 
with no TE process. 
 
 In our second set, we used the same parameters as the 
first case, except that in this case sources make request for 
1.5Mb. Resources are allocated if available and resources 
are released after 2 seconds from the allocation time. 

Figure 10 shows the simulation results when traffic 
engineering is not employed and Figure 11 shows the 
simulation results when traffic engineering is employed. 
When the traffic engineering is used, the destination link is 
utilized 83.2% on average and 45% of the reservation 
requests are rejected. Reservation requests are rejected 
when the available capacity on the destination link is 2Mb.  

Since every path to the destination has 10Mb of 
capacity,every path can accommodate 6 flows at one time. 
When both paths are exhausted, there is still 1Mb capacity 
left on each path. This is the reason that we have 2Mb of 
available capacity at the destination and the requests are 
rejected. In this case, bottleneck is the minimum capacity 
link on the alternate paths. When the traffic engineering is 
not employed, the destination link is utilized 41% on 
average, and 70% of the reservation requests are rejected. 
In this case bottleneck is the minimum bandwidth link on the 
shortest path to the destination. Although there is available 
bandwidth on the alternate path, when the shortest path is 
exhausted, reservation requests are rejected. This reduces 
the utilization and increases the rejection ratio. 
 After receiving and analyzing the results for this 
topology, we decided to run the same experiments on a 
different topology to make sure that we did not create a 
topology to make the approach work which would not work 
in any other case. We used BRITE [50] topology generator 
to generate a random topology with 100 Autonomous 
Systems. We divided this topology into 5 region. We 
selected two random nodes on two different regions and ran 
the first set of experiments on this topology first without 
traffic engineering and then with traffic engineering. On the 
first nodes we selected we got the same results as the 
previous simulation. Results are shown in Fig. 12, 13. 

Analysis results from 100 node simulation also show 
another aspect of our architecture, which is load balancing. 
We analyzed selected paths for every accepted request. 
When capacity is available, flows are forwarded on the 
following path: 0 50 23 93 3 , where 
each number shows the AS-ID and subscript shows the 
region that AS belongs. When the capacity is fully allocated 
on this path, the rest of the traffic is forwarded on alternate 
paths and load is partially balanced on these paths. Partial 
load balancing is the feature that comes with the region-
based QoS routing architecture. The alternate paths are: 

0 87 97 93 81 32
54 3  and 0 87 97
93 19 98 54 3 . As it can be seen from 
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the paths, subpaths 81 32  and 19 98  are 
used exchangeably and load is balanced on region1. Both 
alternate paths are used in turn and when the shortest path 
is congested,  is used for 20 times and 

 is used for 19 times. These results show that 
load balancing can be achieved on a per region basis and 
the same length different regional subpaths can be used to 
reach the same destination. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12: Utilization and rejected requests for 1 Mb reservation 
requests between AS0 and AS3 with no TE in process on 100 AS 
network . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13: Utilization and rejected requests for 1 Mb reservation 
requests between AS0 and AS3 with TE in process on 100 AS 
network. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14: Utilization and rejected requests for 1 Mb reservation 
requests between AS0 and AS1 with TE in process on 100 AS 
network. 
 
 One cannot always engineer the links to reach a certain 
destination. If there is no alternate path and a domain has 
to use a single path to a destination, traffic engineering 
practices fail. We selected another AS pair in 100 AS 
topology and ran 1Mb simulation with traffic engineering 
capability to see whether we can achieve the same results 

as the previous one. For this particular node pair, only one 
path is found to reach the destination and traffic engineering 
did not result in any utilization gain. Result of this simulation 
is shown in Figure 14. As it can be seen from the graph, 
routing failed to find an alternate path to the destination to 
forward the traffic when the shortest path is congested. 
Even though when we consider the whole topology for path 
computation, there can be multiple paths to the destination 
that satisfies the requested QoS, region-based routing fails 
to find an alternate path. This is one of the tradeoffs of our 
architecture, which is between scalability and the path 
finding ability. Increasing the number of entities in link-state 
routing reduces the scalability which is especially true in 
large networks such as Internet. Another reason for not 
being able to find an alternate path is using static regional 
paths to destinations. In case of dynamic regional path 
calculation, a domain has the ability to calculate an 
alternate regional path and in turn an alternate AS level 
path to a destination when the shortest regional path and 
the shortest AS level path becomes congested. 
Results of the simulation are encouraging for the usefulness 
of the developed traffic engineering architecture. When 
traffic engineering tools are employed in the simulation, 
total throughput is increased and the rejection ratio is 
decreased. In our architecture, when there is an available 
alternate path with enough capacity to accommodate the 
request, that available capacity is identified and used. In the 
Internet, currently only implicit traffic engineering techniques 
are used because of the unavailability of an inter-domain 
QoS routing protocol and an explicit path setup capable  
inter-domain signaling protocol. Our simulation results show 
that, our proposed architecture has the right tools for inter-
domain traffic engineering. 
 
Conclusion 
 In this paper we introduced an inter-domain traffic 
engineering architecture that is designed to work on a 
Bandwidth Broker supported Diffserv Internet. Our 
architecture consists of an inter-domain QoS routing 
protocol, Bandwidth Brokers, an explicit-path setup 
capability added Simple Inter-domain Bandwidth Broker 
Signaling protocol (SIBBS-TE), and inter-domain tunnel 
setup mechanism. We presented individual components of 
the traffic engineering architecture and explained how these 
individual pieces work together to make inter-domain traffic 
engineering possible. We evaluated the performance of our 
architecture with simulations. Our simulation results show 
that use of introduced inter-domain traffic engineering 
architecture increases the total number of QoS flows in the 
network, and increases the total throughput by effectively 
using the alternate available capacity on the network. If 
there is no alternate available capacity on the network, our 
architecture cannot improve the throughput. 
 In this paper we evaluated the performance of our 
architecture to show an alternate way of engineering the 
traffic and using the capacity more effectively on the inter-
domain level. In our future study, we will examine the 
effects of different policies on the performance of our 
architecture and develop traffic engineering schemes to 
make this architecture work as effectively as possible on the 
Internet. 
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